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1.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1.  2012/13 was a year of outstanding financial achievement for Great Places – record turnover, record surplus, twin AA credit ratings and a hugely successful bond issue.  
 And, despite a raft of challenges explained below, the Group is delighted to present a business plan for 2013/14 and beyond that confirms and enhances the financial  
 strength and long term viability of the Group.
 
 This new and fully updated plan:

• Reflects our 2011-15 affordable rent development programme and projects the continuation of a significant programme going forward;
• Incorporates assumptions that prudently account for the likely adverse impacts of welfare benefit reforms;
• Embraces a growing belief that the next Comprehensive Spending Review will spell further bad news by scaling back the historic RPI+1/2% rent formula to a CPI variant or to 

a lower RPI uplift;
• Builds in conservative assumptions around the increasing proportion of our portfolio where rents are driven by market factors;
• Encompasses a funding strategy that builds upon the Group’s initial foray into the Capital Markets at a time when long term bank finance is simply not available;
• Is reassuringly robust and totally un-reliant on property sales activity to achieve surpluses or meet any covenants, with fewer market sales included in the plan than last year;
• Assimilates the reality of continuing deep cuts to Supporting People income streams;
• Takes account of the economic climate including the recent UK and RP ratings downgrade by Moodys;
• Emphasises the Group’s strategic commitment to become financially stronger.

1.2  Having reinforced the firm financial foundations that have served the Group so well, we are convinced that the strength of belief in our ethos and values, our continued  
 determined and imaginative responses to challenges, and a willingness to seize opportunities, means that we continue to grow and thrive.
 reinforced the firm financial foundations that have served the Group so well, we are convinced that the strength of belief in our ethos

1.3  The new financial year ushers in a new era for Great Places, with our new Chief Executive, Matthew Harrison succeeding Stephen Porter  
 who retires after over 20 years as Chief Executive. Matthew steps up from his previous position of Director of Development and Deputy  
 Chief Executive, so brings a deep understanding of what makes Great Places special, and will balance the need for change and continuity.

1.4  The hugely successful bond issue gives the Group an additional important stakeholder group – over 20 investors who have entrusted us with  
 £150M of their funds  – together with our Credit Rating Agencies, Fitch and Moodys. This plan demonstrates an increased focus on some of  
 the key ratios considered by the two agencies as we recognise the importance of protecting, maintaining and improving our credit rating.

1.5  Financial viability is most clearly demonstrated by achievement of, and ongoing improvement in, the key ratios considered by our investors,  
 funders and credit rating agencies, as well as the rating itself.

Matthew Harrison,  
Great Places’ new chief executive
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These graphs demonstrate the Group’s increasing financial strength - they are explained in detail in section 7.
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1.6  There remains huge uncertainty around the economy; The UK is teetering on the edge of a triple dip recession and a year after being placed on “negative outlook” by Moodys,  
 the UK’s much heralded AAA credit rating was downgraded by one notch to AA1 (with a Stable outlook) on 22nd February 2013. Fitch followed suit in April, Standard and Poors  
 are yet to make a decision. Economically the downgrade was received without much surprise with most forecasters having already “priced in” the reduction. In the days  
 following the downgrade, Gilts rates were largely unchanged as were secondary market spreads, and there actually was far more concern about the instability in Italy and then Cyprus.

1.6.1  Moodys acted swiftly to follow their UK decision by also downgrading all their rated Registered Providers by one notch, the Great Places rating falling from Aa3 to A1. Moodys  
 also placed the entire sector “on review for further downgrade” primarily down to concerns about the regulatory environment stemming from the problems with Cosmopolitan  
 as well as worries about the impact of Welfare benefit reform.

1.6.2  This downgrade to Great Places (and all other Moody’s rated RPs) has no impact on our existing bond, but may have an impact on the pricing of future forays into the Capital  
 Market, although the immediate reaction saw minimal impact on our secondary spread and actually saw the key gilt rate fall not rise.

1.6.3  Moodys followed their UK re-rating with an almost automatic downgrade for 26 of 28 rated RPs, but the group does retain its Fitch AA rating. As one of very few Fitch  
 rated RPs, this could be an unexpected bonus, and justifies the decision to obtain twin ratings. In early 2013 we were one of 30 AA rated RPs, now we are one of only 12!

1.6.4  Our ambition to improve the credit rating remains just as valid: Had we had an Aa2 rating with Moodys, it would have only dropped to Aa3, hence retaining the AA headline.  
 The investor market is more likely to increasingly differentiate on price between the best and worst RPs. Hence the focus above on how the ratings agencies might view our plan.

1.6.5 Politically the downgrade was much bigger news: Maintaining the rating had been a key feature of the Coalition’s fiscal strategy. It will be interesting to see if this leads to any  
 major reassessment of economic policy – indications are that it will not, the budget reinforced that view.

1.7  Coupled with the uncertain economic climate are a range of Government Policy actions that directly and adversely impact Great Places: 

1.7.1  Proposals for Welfare Benefit reform will have started to affect the Group by the time this plan is approved:
 The level of support received by many of our residents is being reduced in several ways:

• Increases in non-dependent deductions already implemented;
• The introduction from April 2013 of under-occupancy deductions (the bedroom tax);
• Phasing in of Universal Credit to replace a basket of other benefits including housing benefit, starting during 2013;
• Direct payment of benefit which threatens the security of the income stream (as payment is made directly to the resident not the landlord);
• This will generate additional rent transaction costs and increase the resources required for rent collection;
• Reduction in council tax benefits.

 Even our working residents, who are possibly not affected by any of the above, face falling real incomes.

1.7.2  Welfare benefit reform is not the only Government Policy impacting the Group:
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1.7.3  Higher, affordable rents have been introduced to subsidise a much lower capital grant regime – until recently rents of £100 per week were a rarity, now they are far  
 more prevalent. We have had little trouble to date in letting at or “converting” properties to affordable rents, but reduced tenancy turnover means the additional  
 income from conversions is lower than was envisaged, whilst the gap between social and affordable rents in some areas is minimal and in many areas is reducing.

1.7.4  Local Authorities, faced by tighter funding settlements from central government, are making or proposing significant cuts to Supporting People funding.

1.7.5  The full impact of the existing policy of fiscal tightening is yet to be felt and the next Comprehensive Spending Review will almost inevitably mean there is more bad news to follow.

1.7.6  Inflation dipped in 2012 (reaching a low point of 2.6% in September 2012, before rising again), but the Bank of England’s February 2013 quarterly inflation  
 report stated that UK inflation will remain stubbornly high for longer than previously thought.

1.7.7  Britain’s economy is likely to continue in a sluggish state for the next two years, with GDP having contracted by 0.3% in Q4 of 2012.

1.7.8  The Nationwide reported an annual decrease of 1% in house prices over 2012, but this headline masks a north/south divide as prices in London and the South East  
 continued to rise. Housing market activity remains subdued, with limited supply but also weak demand despite the funding for lending scheme, the new “Help to Buy”  
 scheme and a mortgage guarantee package, which are targeted at stimulating activity in the housing markets.

1.7.9  This situation creates a significant challenge to the Group’s ability to generate income from property sale activity. Despite this, 2012/13 was a very good year for first  
 tranche sales with nearly 80 completions, albeit with many sales only of a 35% share. The Group entered into an exclusive arrangement with Santander that provides an  
 attractive 95% mortgage option to potential shared owners.

1.8  Whilst the Eurozone crisis has calmed, underlying problems remain, with Cyprus the most recent concern. In the US, whilst the fiscal cliff was avoided, further  
 negotiations are still required on the US debt ceiling and $80bn of spending cuts still loom.

1.9  Interest rates have been stable with the base rate remaining at a historically low 0.50% for over four years – this has been a significant benefit to the Group, however  
 the direction of travel will clearly be upwards, the unknown being only how far and how quickly.

1.9.1  Despite the continuation of the credit crunch, the Group successfully raised both short term bank finance and long term capital market finance during the year. These  
 arrangements provide the funding flexibility that the Group requires for at least the next 3 years. We also will revisit the capital market for the £50M retained portion of  
 our bond and have the option of “tapping” the bond for further funds in due course. This puts the Group on a very sound funding base.

1.10  The Group’s track record of achievement and its plans for future success demonstrate that it has the leadership quality (at Board and Executive level, with a new Chief  
 Executive bringing continuity), a wealth of managerial and operational competence, appropriate organisational structures, experienced and innovative staff and all the  
 other resources needed to be able to overcome the many obstacles presented and to deliver our ambitious Corporate Objectives. As ever, we look forward to the  
 forthcoming year to bring new challenges and opportunities.

1.11  Comprehensive risk assessment through detailed sensitivity analysis shows that the Group has the financial strength to survive the risks that might arise and the ability  
 to put in place mitigating actions and controls that will minimise the impact of such risks. The rigorous external scrutiny brought by the credit rating process has added to that analysis.
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2.  GREAT PLACES’ RESPONSE TO THE ECONOMIC AND OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

2.1  2012/13 has very much been a year of delivering exactly what we said we would:

2.1.1  CUSTOMER SERVICE AND EFFICIENCY: Having initially set up our in-house maintenance team to provide responsive maintenance services to over 5,000 properties in  
 Greater Manchester in September 2011, we expanded the service to cover all our North West homes in November 2012 and have rolled out to our Yorkshire properties  
 in April 2013. We have seen significant improvements in customer satisfaction, whilst the 2013/14 budget incorporates around £800k of financial benefit, generated  
 through VAT savings, elimination of contractor profits and operational efficiencies.

2.1.2  FUNDING – We put in place a short term revolving facility with a new funding partner, RBC, and restructured two of our existing facilities to provide additional  
 flexibility. This helped us manage our cash balances effectively following our hugely successful £200m debut Bond issue in October 2012.

2.1.3  GROWTH: During 2012/13 the Group has continued to grow, adding over 500 new homes though our development activities. The overall quality of the portfolio was  
 enhanced with over 100 disposals and the hand-back of over 300 units that were only managed.

2.1.4  GROWTH: We are on target to meet all the requirements of our HCA Affordable Rent development contract and have also undertaken some additional development  
 outside of the HCA funded programme. Sheffield Local Housing Company, in which Great Places is a partner together with Keepmoat and Sheffield City Council, has  
 commenced building its first new homes, the start of the company’s plans to build over 2500 new properties over a 10-15 year period.

2.1.5  EFFICIENCY: We have once again carefully controlled the costs of our central services teams, which, when coupled with the growth in the number of homes we own,  
 means there are increasing economies of scale generated. This is a key feature of our ongoing efficiency strategy.

2.2  Looking forward to 2013/14 and beyond:

2.2.1  Having further strengthened our procurement team, we will look to ensure that we take every possible opportunity to be efficient and deliver value for money.  
 Significant costs savings will be generated from April 2013 following the gas servicing procurement exercise and our attention now turns to the £1M+ that we spend  
 annually on legal costs and cleaning.

2.2.2  The Group has decided to seek development cost efficiencies by bringing in house certain aspects of construction management and appointed a new Construction  
 Manager at the start of 2013/14 to kickstart this initiative.

2.2.3  Having successfully established our in-house maintenance team, 2013/14 will see a focus on making sure the team is working effectively, with a view to driving out  
 waste through improved work scheduling and reducing work that is subcontracted.
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3  STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

3.1  Great Places Housing Group is an ambitious organisation which has extensive experience of managing change, with an impressive track record of continuing growth.  
 The Group owns or manages approaching 17,000 properties, and is determined to sustain ongoing growth and improvement.

3.2  This graph demonstrates the scale of growth achieved by the  
  Group over the last ten years. From under 6,000 units in 2004  
  (which itself was almost double the 3,200 units in 2002), to  
  what will be almost exactly 17,000 by March 2014. Turnover  
  has grown from £25M to £80M during the same period.
 
  Whilst the pace of growth may have slowed a little, we  
  continue to add around 500 more properties every year.
 
  At the same time, selective asset management disposals have  
  improved the stock profile, whilst either release or  
  acquisition of properties previously only managed means the  
  portfolio is increasingly in full ownership.

3.3  Our ambition is to be ‘the best housing association in the  
  North’ and during 2012/13 (and in particular during our  
  successful Capital Market funding exercise) we identified many  
  ratios and indicators demonstrating that we are just that.

3.4  Our well established vision is summarised as Strong, Bright and Real.
 Strong: Bold, energetic and forceful – we have sound finances and solid roots.
 Bright: Innovative, fresh, new, intelligent and stylish.
 Real: Our feet are firmly on the ground. We’re customer-focused, we know where we come from, we’re realistic and there’s real substance to what we do.

3.5  Great Places is a value-based housing organisation, with its roots in communities and neighbourhoods in the North of England. We work with vulnerable and disadvan 
 taged individuals and groups to enhance their lives as well as provide homes which are safe, well-maintained, and which meet their needs and aspirations.
 
 Our core vision reflects the basis on which the organisation was founded, and they hold firm during periods of change and growth. They are reflected in the way we go  
 about our work, how we deal with our customers and staff, and the sense of vibrancy and energy which can be felt in any of our offices or projects.
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3.6  Corporate Goals

3.6.1  “Right things, right way, right reason” is our approach to ensuring that we put our energies into achieving our corporate goals (Right things), that policies and   
 procedures are appropriate, refreshed and followed (the right way), and that customers are at the heart of everything we do (the right reasons).

 Corporate Goal 1: Providing excellent customer service
• We will improve our high levels of customer satisfaction.
• We will work together with our tenants to deliver truly exceptional services
• We will put the needs and aspirations of our customers at the heart of everything we do.

3.6.2  We measure customer satisfaction continuously through on-going telephone surveys, where we contact customers and find out their experience and views about the  
 service they receive. This gives us live, relevant data, communicated across the Group through our “SatNav” system as well as in our monthly balanced scorecard,  
 enabling us to implement rapid, tailored solutions.

3.6.3  Having achieved 100% with the Customer Service Excellence qualification in 2011, the Group turned to the Investors in Excellence (IiE) accreditation: IiE is a sector- 
 neutral business improvement accreditation, which covers all areas of customer service excellence, but has a wider focus. In our first year Great Places met all the  
 indicators and successfully attained the accreditation with positive feedback that confirmed the Group would be in the top quartile of IiE organisations assessed to date.

3.7  Corporate Objective 2: Becoming financially stronger
• We will carefully consider the short, medium and long-term implications of our business strategies.
• We will maximise our income streams and ensure we have secured the finance to meet our requirements.
• We will provide quality, cost-effective services, ensuring we compare well to others.

3.7.1  Our funding strategy has put us in a strong position – we have significant amounts of long and short term bank finance available, and will be re-entering the Capital  
 Markets to draw down the £50M retained element of our bond in the next 18 months. The strategy means we can ensure that the Group is fully able to deliver its  
 development ambitions and meet our other objectives.

3.7.2  As section 5 of this document explains, we have been targeting our actions to improve Value for Money at every level in the organisation. During 2012/13 we have been  
 focussing on gas servicing, legal services and cleaning and will continue with our programme of reviews into 2013/14. The re-procurement of our gas servicing contract  
 reduced annual costs by over £100k whilst keeping improved customer satisfaction at the forefront of our selection process.

3.7.3  Great Places has invested significantly in the provision of financial support to our tenants, having established a dedicated team back in 2009. Our staff are highly  
 knowledgeable about welfare benefits, budgeting and reducing outgoings. Where other organisations are just starting to think about employing a Financial Inclusion  
 Team, ours is fully embedded and is working well to help reduce arrears and prevent evictions, putting an average of £1M per annum back into the pockets of our  
 residents in increased benefit claims and fuel tariff savings. The team is now focussed on supporting those residents most affected by Welfare Benefit reform.

3.8  In addition to our two overarching corporate goals, we have the following corporate priorities:
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3.8.1  Continual improvement
• We will embrace modern ways of working, identify best practice, benchmark, regularly review our policies, procedures and services and seek out innovative ways of  

working in order to meet the aspirations of customers and employees.

3.8.2  Great Places constantly strives to improve its performance, as the decision to move from Customer Services Excellence to Investors in Excellence explained above  
 demonstrates. An annual planning cycle helps identify those areas where we fall short of our targets and improvement projects are linked to the corporate goals,  
 ensuring that we are doing the right things, and making a difference where it counts.

3.8.3  We are currently reviewing the peer group we use as the basis for our operational benchmarking, in order to set ourselves even more exacting targets.

3.9  Engaged staff
• We will continue to attract, develop and retain a talented, skilled and motivated professional staff at all levels.
• We will adopt the best employment practices to create an environment where people are positively engaged in their work, and take a pride in the services they provide.

3.9.1  After 3 years of continually improving performance in the Sunday Times 100 Best Companies survey of staff, their decision to put us in a sub- group with other public  
 sector bodies rather than the main list led to us deciding to look for a more appropriate challenge and to measure ourselves against the wider business sector. We have  
 therefore sought the aptly named “Great Places to Work” accreditation. We await the results with interest and will then develop plans to improve any areas of weakness.

3.10  Invigorating deprived communities
• We will improve quality of life in areas of deprivation.
• We will take a lead on financial inclusion and develop training and employment opportunities. 
• We will be a good example of how diverse communities can work closely together.
• We will build on our success of supporting vulnerable people.

3.10.1  We have a renewed focus on understanding the sustainability of our stock, to help us manage our assets more  
 intelligently, invest appropriately and spot decline before it becomes too late to intervene.

3.10.2  Provision of supported housing remains an essential element of the Great Places service offer, despite declines in recent years of the revenue funding and contract  
 arrangements. The new financial year sees even bigger challenges as local authorities are being hit even harder. Our response continues to be to work in partnership  
 with the funding bodies, to assist in identifying savings and where necessary to subsidise contracts. However we have seen some limited project closures as a result and  
 we will continue to have to make strategic decisions about those projects that we will continue to support into the future.

Great Places’ award-winning regeneration 
scheme in Northmoor, Manchester
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3.11  Building new, affordable homes
• We will continue to provide and develop homes and related services to meet demand.

3.11.1  Our main focus is on successfully delivering our HCA Development Programme within budget and on time. To date we are maintaining our enviable track record, rising  
 to the challenge of reduced grant levels, a constrained mortgage market, scarcer funding and a new affordable rent product. 

3.12  Well maintained homes
• We will have homes that are good quality, in good condition, safe and legally compliant.
• We will consistently deliver quality services, promote energy efficiency measures and work to reduce fuel poverty.

3.12.1  We have now rolled out our in-house maintenance service across all of the Group’s stock and are beginning to see significant financial and customer satisfaction benefits.

3.12.2  Maintaining and improving our homes is vital both in terms of providing our customers with a good repairs service and in managing our assets effectively. We identify  
 the investment requirements using stock condition data held on our PIMSS asset management system. The data is refreshed through ongoing stock surveys, and  
 updated as investment works are completed. This year we will invest approaching £14 million in our properties, including new kitchens and bathrooms, heating systems  
 and energy efficiency works.

3.12.3  The Project Solaris photovoltaic panel installation project has brought significant energy cost savings to around 600 tenants, contributes to our overall affordable  
 warmth strategy and generates the Group an annual revenue stream of over £300k, as well as saving costs at the Oldham Office and at our head office.

Project Solaris - 
photovoltaic panels for 

over 600 properties
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4  ASSUMPTIONS

4.1  The key business plan assumptions are presented in the table below.
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4.2  The assumptions are drawn from a variety of sources including advisors (such as Sector), forecasters (such as Capita economics), HM Treasury, The Bank of England,  
 publications, funders, the NHF and HCA.

4.2.1  Budgets have been submitted at April 2013 prices using local cost-specific information. The long term assumption for CPI has been retained at 2.0%, in line with the  
 Bank of England target, with the long term RPI assumption remaining 0.5% higher than CPI. However in 2014/15 CPI has been assumed at 2.75% (RPI at 3.0%) and in  
 2015/16 CPI is assumed at 2.25% (RPI at 2.5%) – the inflation assumptions for these years being primarily driven by the latest Bank of England inflation forecasts for  
 September 2013 and 2014.

4.3  The long term assumption for repairs and maintenance inflation, and major repair inflation is RPI+1/2%. However we have assumed that costs will be maintained at  
 2013 levels for the next two years due to efficiencies still to be gained from our in-house team, the ongoing benefit of asset management disposals and potential for  
 ECO or similar funding. Of course, with the maintenance team having been brought in-house, R&M costs are equally as dependent on the earnings inflation assumption,  
 which is RPI only in year 2, RPI+1/2% for years 2-5 and then RPI+1% thereafter.

4.4  Major repair expenditure will be at a level that fully meets the requirements of the Group’s stock condition survey with additional provision made for ongoing acquisitions.

4.5  The building inflation assumption is RPI only for years 2 and 3 of the plan, then RPI+3/4% for the remainder. The efficiency here is the result of the benefits of the new  
 in house construction management service. It should be noted that this years plan assumes a cost per unit of £120k. The assumption in the 2010/11 plan, three years  
 ago, was £126k per unit, reflecting significant downward cost pressures in recent years.

4.5.1  The business plan takes into account the potential future impact of pension auto-enrolment, which will start for Great Places in November 2013. We expect that this  
 will push up the proportion of staff in a pension scheme marginally, and then only in a relatively inexpensive scheme.

4.6  The Group’s income stream is primarily driven by the September RPI figure, which was 2.6% in 2012, to which 0.5% is then added. Once further adjustments are made  
 to ensure convergence with target rents, and to “catch up” half of the 1.6% “discount” awarded to our residents in the April 2012 increase, the average rent increase for  
 our properties will be around £3.30 per week.

4.6.1  There remains uncertainty about the future of the rent formula, with the current RPI+1/2% rule only confirmed in the short term. The plan now assumes more prudent  
 RPI+1/4% increases from April 2015 onwards, although it has been suggested an announcement may be made shortly.

4.6.2  A growing proportion of the Group’s properties will have rents tied in some way to the open market (or to be strictly correct, 80% of open market rents). This includes  
 our Rent to Homebuy properties, mortgage rescue properties, conversions and new lets made under the affordable rent regime. We established prior to the  
 commencement of the affordable rent regime, through independent professional advice, the market rent levels for all of our stock, and have refreshed these figures  
 during the second half of 2012. The result showed that increases in market rents were varied across the Group’s geography with little movement in market rents in  
 many of our areas of operation. Whilst affordable rents are currently guaranteed an RPI+1/2% increase, they do reset to 80% of market levels on relet. Therefore, from  
 April 2015, we assume an RPI+1/4% increase in these rents.

4.6.3 Supporting People (SP) income continues to come under greater than ever pressure with Local Authorities taking ever more extreme steps to balance budgets that have  
 severely constrained by their Central Government funding settlements.
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4.6.4  The budget year SP income has been built up in scheme by scheme detail and then builds in a further c£1/4M income reduction in anticipation of bad news not yet  
 received. Going forward, we have assumed a further very significant reduction in SP income (RPI-20%) in 2014/15 and slightly smaller but still very significant reductions  
 (RPI-10%) in the three years 2015/16 to 2017/18.
 
 The impact of these assumptions is that SP income will have reduced from over £4M in 2010/11 to c£2.0M by 2017/18 – a 60% real reduction. We have assumed that  
 costs remain largely unchanged. Whilst our plan prudently reflects this situation in the long term, it is recognised that the Group will not tolerate this position beyond  
 the short term, and is currently investigating various strategic and operational responses to the situation.

4.7  The budget for voids is built up at local level by managers, taking into account the key components of void loss – the number of relets (tenancy turnover) and average  
 relet times – in order to calculate the void loss percentage. Relet numbers and relet times subsequently become key performance targets for the year.

4.8  Forthcoming Welfare Benefit reforms are likely to have an adverse impact on arrears and bad debts and as a result the level of arrears across the Group is assumed  
 to double over the next three years from c£4M to £8M. Consequently, bad debts for our existing general needs properties are assumed to rise from around 1% currently  
 to around 4% by year 5. This is a more pessimistic assumption than has perhaps been seen discussed across the sector. We are not making a statement that we expect  
 arrears and bad debts to rise so significantly, but wished to ensure that our plan shows we are financially strong enough to absorb the worst scenario. We would very  
 much expect to out-perform these levels. An initial increase in arrears need not necessarily result in additional bad debts in the long term, although there is an obvious linkage.

 Great Places performance on voids has been very good in recent years, but benchmarking shows that the sector as a whole has improved. It will become increasingly  
 difficult to improve performance in this area and the Welfare Benefit reforms may also have an adverse impact, hence future reductions in void loss have not been assumed.

4.9  INTEREST RATES AND DEBT

4.9.1  The interest rate assumptions are amongst the most critical in the plan and have an immediate and substantial impact on the Group’s surplus particularly in the early  
 years of the plan.

4.9.2  We have now had four years of a record low base rate at 0.50%, with 3 month LIBOR at around 0.65%. Whilst the next rate movement will certainly be upward,  
 forecasters hold widely differing opinions as to when and how fast rates will increase and there is still little to suggest that rates are due to rise over the next 12-18 months.

4.9.3  The plan therefore assumes 3 month LIBOR at 1.50% for 2013/14 (giving some headroom for rates to increase), 2.25% for 2014/15 and 3.00% for 2015/16. Rates are  
 then assumed to rise to 5.00% by year 5 and gradually rise to 6.00% by the end of the plan. These assumptions, particularly in the early years, are more prudent than  
 most forecasters are showing.

4.9.4  Coupled with these LIBOR rate rises, the plan also assumes that margins on future short term bank debt will be 1.80%, down a little on previous assumptions reflecting  
 some slight easing of the bank funding market. This rate only begins to impact from year 6 as the Group has already arranged £80M of short term revolving bank debt  
 at margins that are built into the plan and also has undrawn long term facilities.

4.9.5  The ratio of fixed to variable debt will be maintained at a long term average of 75:25 in line with the recently approved Treasury policy.
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4.9.6  Interest receivable rises in line with the assumed increase in LIBOR, and, despite the material cost of carry, cash balances will be maintained at a minimum £10m to  
 protect against market liquidity risk.

4.9.7  Having issued the bond in October 2012, the Group has put in place facilities that will last around 3 years. We would expect to draw the remaining £50m retained  
 proportion of the bond in the next 18 months. Future funding is most likely to be sourced initially through taps on the bond. The assumption around short to medium  
 term funding costs reflects the current spread on the Great Places bond in the secondary market, which is trading very significantly tighter than the 170bps spreads  
 achieved on issue. The all-in cost of long term future debt is assumed at 5.75%, with gilt rates and spreads rising steadily from current levels.

4.10  DEVELOPMENT ASSUMPTIONS

4.10.1  The business plan fully reflects the completion of the 2011-15 Affordable rent programme as contracted with the HCA. In addition a small number of schemes outside  
 of the HCA programme have been approved and are built into the plan. This includes section 106 schemes in Buxton (complete), Salford (part complete) and Ribble  
 Valley. The Group has also bid for some Extracare units in Salford, Rochdale and Burnley and is expecting to undertake additional investment in flanks B and C of the  
 Park Hill scheme in Sheffield – whilst we do not expect to be successful in all these bids, they have all been built into the plan.

4.10.2  Looking ahead, the key development assumptions are:

• A new bidding round for the period 2015-19 and subsequent 4 year periods through to the end of the plan.
• 360 rented units per annum and 40 shared ownership units per annum
• Properties to be let at affordable rents
• Grant rate of 20% for rented units (£22k pu) and 15% for shared ownership units (£18k pu)
• Average total scheme cost of £120k per unit

4.10.3  The last assumption of £120k per unit might seem challenging as it is lower than recent plans, however based on the last 20  
 or so schemes to be approved, which comprise over 500 units, the average scheme cost per unit has been £109k, and  
 excluding one very competitive s106 scheme, rises to £114k. The assumption should therefore be achievable. The launch of  
 our new in-house construction management team could go someway to improving on that figure and as stated earlier we  
 have assumed costs are maintained at current levels in years 2 and 3 of the plan.

4.10.4  The Group will deliver a small scale outright sales programme of around 25 sales per annum through Cube.

Palmerston Street,  
Manchester
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5  VALUE FOR MONEY (VFM)

5.1  Great Places operates within a changing economic climate where our customers and partners are under increasing financial pressure. Reductions in welfare benefits  
 and public funding mean that Great Places must budget carefully, whilst meeting increasing needs and expectations, in an environment where ‘more for less’ is expected. We  
 are determined to provide high quality services to our customers and neighbourhoods, while at the same time keeping prudent control of our finances and there continues to  
 be a clear link between the business planning process and efficiency, benchmarking, procurement and other VFM activity taking place across the Group.

5.2  In a world, and a sector, which has shifted dramatically and fundamentally in the past couple of years, economically, politically and socially, Great Places now revisits its  
 corporate objectives on a regular basis to ensure that they remain fit for purpose. We have two overarching goals, agreed by Board and Directors, which both have an  
 emphasis on improving VFM: Providing excellent customer and becoming financially stronger.

5.3  Our commitment to improve is shown in that we now utilise the increasing expertise of a team of three procurement staff, to ensure that we deliver cost-effective services,  
 that we compare well to others in performance indicators relating to cost and quality, and that we promote a culture of VFM throughout the organisation, where people  
 question everything they spend.

5.4  During 2012, we have continued to deliver VFM and procurement improvements having undertaken a fundamental review of our policies and procedures at the end  
 of 2011, and having assessed what we do, what we should do and what we could do. We have made good progress against key objectives contained in a strategic action  
 plan for enhancing and accelerating our approach to procurement and VFM, specifically around meeting the requirements of self-regulation, improving customer  
 satisfaction and creating greater clarity and transparency in our processes, and particularly around fraud and bribery and compliance with EU legislation. We have  
 initiated a high level, strategic group, known as Great Value, to oversee delivery of the action plan and this group meets monthly to monitor progress, evaluate  
 performance and to ensure that we are fully realising our potential.

5.5  VFM is an integral element of all improvement projects and initiatives and in the past 12 months we have made major decisions, such as bringing all repairs in-house,  
 developing an in-house construction team and further development of TOPCAT, our customer relationship management system. None of these decisions have been  
 purely cost-based but have all been approved on the basis of a business case that involves incorporating issues raised by tenants, increasing customer satisfaction and  
 improving the quality of service delivery, as well as addressing areas of higher costs. As they progress, the cost and benefits assumed will be monitored to ensure they  
 are included in subsequent budgets and actually delivered.

5.6  In addition to VFM remaining key to Great Places delivering on its vision, values, ambition and priorities, it has become increasingly important as an indication of how  
 the organisation is performing in the view of the Regulator, with a more proactive approach now that VFM forms part of economic regulation. The Value for Money  
 Standard has been set with the objective of ensuring that providers’ Boards maintain, and are transparent about, a view in the round of the optimum sustainable  
 performance of all their assets – including for example financial, social and environmental returns – in the context of meeting the organisation’s purpose and objectives.  
 To this end, regular VFM updates are provided to the appropriate Boards and Committees of Great Places.
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5.7  In addition to the regulatory framework providing increased opportunities for tenants to scrutinise the organisation and to question VFM, research shows there are  
 increasing expectations amongst customers to be given good VFM in the services they receive. As a consequence, we now collect information on an on-going basis as to  
 whether our tenants feel that their rent represents good VFM. Based on over 1,000 responses, 85% have said they agree with this statement which represents top  
 performance within the sector. This will be an increasingly important and potent indicator as welfare reforms start to bite and more tenants are required to pay more rent.

5.8  To enable tenants to continue to scrutinise performance and to  
 shape VFM decision-making, we have continued to embed our VFM  
 Service Improvement Group over the past 12 months. This group  
 contains around 12 tenants, including two who have attended a week- 
 long procurement training course facilitated by the Chartered Institute  
 of Procurement and Supply, and over the past year has scrutinised our  
 sustainable procurement policy, arrangements for financial transparency,  
 annual report to tenants, and awarding prizes to teams for a “Job Well  
 Done”, as part of our broader VFM improvement awards scheme ”Make  
 Their Day”.

5.9  In 2012, we once again submitted performance and cost information to  
 HouseMark for Core Benchmarking purposes and can demonstrate  
 comparative improvement across the board, and in some areas, such as  
 major works, responsive repairs and housing management generally,  
 significantly so. 

 For the second year, HouseMark have also developed a summary Dashboard for Core Benchmarking which gives out top-level comparisons for both cost and performance over  
 8 key service areas. We have embedded the Dashboard into the VFM section of Flo (our intranet) where it can be interrogated without having to access the HouseMark website.  
 Whichever comparator group selected the performance of Great Places is positive and the 8 areas are all clustered around the Good Performance, Low Cost (best) quadrant.

5.10  Activity aimed at raising the profile of VFM and ensuring that we display a robust VFM culture across the organisation continues apace and we have just developed a VFM  
 communications strategy. We continue to push the importance of VFM right from the point of new staff induction, with regular messages from Directors and our Chief  
 Executive, and as a key topic at events such as our Staff Conference and Improvement Planning Day. 

 All this means that staff understand the importance of getting the most out of their budgets and keeping within them, while maintaining high quality services that meet the  
 increasing needs of our customers.

Source: HouseMark
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6  RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

6.1  While risk is inherent and unavoidable in every activity that an organisation undertakes, Great Places’ risk management strategy is designed to manage risks and their  
 potential for damage down to an acceptable level. Innovation and achievement always entail risk and we do not wish to turn the Group into a risk-averse organisation.  
 Our current Risk Management policy is focused on managing risks in the best possible way whilst remaining financially viable, customer focused and commercially dynamic.

6.2  Rather than just doing risk, we use risk management proactively to help us achieve our business ambitions and inform decision making and resource allocation. We  
 ensure that everyone in the organisation understands the importance of risk management as part of the day to day decision making process. In addition, we now view  
 risks generically across a broad spectrum, as actions or events that could help or hinder us in achieving our ambitions and corporate objectives. In other words we use  
 risk to identify positive opportunities as well as negative threats.

6.3  We assess risk in terms of the likelihood of something happening and the impact it would have on achieving our business ambitions if it did happen. This provides  
 a risk score which is recorded in both the risk register and risk map. In the risk map, an evaluation is made on the scope for improvement in mitigating the risk and,  
 where appropriate, further actions are identified, assigned to individuals and given a target date.

6.4  The risk process emphasises the importance of keeping the risk register and risk map up to date and  
 periodically reviewing risk exposure, capacity and appetite in the light of changing circumstances.  
 Management of risk to Great Places is reviewed and reported quarterly:

• To monitor whether or not the risk profile is changing
• To provide assurance that risk management is working and is effective
• To identify when further action is necessary

6.5  According to our recent Investors in Excellence feedback report we have: “a robust approach to identifying  
 and managing risk is in place and used to mitigate risk. Identified risks, agreed actions and progress are  
 included in the risk register” and “a structured approach to risk management, including a corporate register,  
 is used to support the development of strategies and policies.”

6.6  Our approach contains an annual fundamental evaluation of our risks, and the way in which they are  
 presented. This year, our current risk position has been driven by a number of key factors including:

• The annual risk review carried out by Board members at the meeting held 21st March 2013;
• The risk reports which were presented to Board in July 2012 and November 2012;
• The identification of housing-related risks by our internal auditors, Mazars, in their presentation: Shifting Sands; Managing Risks in a Changing World;
• The publication, by the HCA, of their Sector Risk Profile report, highlighting risks in the operating environment which threaten compliance with standards. 
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7  GROUP FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

7.1  ACHIEVEMENT OF GROUP FINANCIAL TARGETS AND COVENANTS

The graph to the left shows that the Group plans to grow its surplus steadily 
from the levels planned last year. This has been achieved despite the inclusion 
of tougher assumptions around rent inflation, grant rates and bad debts. 

The Group has benefitted from ongoing low interest rates and the bond 
issue in October 2012 was at a rate which resulted in c£750k per annum 
lower interest costs than assumed last year. The roll out of the in house 
maintenance team has also generated c£750k per annum of cost savings. 
These combine to generate an improved surplus profile.

 A key driver of increasing surplus has been a renewed focus on  
 profitability – a higher surplus helps create financial strength and  
 enhanced cash generation. In addition to the benefits arising from  
 lower interest costs and lower maintenance costs, the Group has  
 several initiatives in place designed to improve our operating margin  
 (as shown in the graph to the right). 

 This includes actions to divest less profitable business streams (such  
 as some of our key worker stock), ensuring service charges are cost  
 reflective, an asset management- led programme of property disposals,  
 and investing in additional procurement expertise.

Source: Moodys
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7.2  Surplus is an easily understood measure of financial strength, but is not a financial covenant. The interest cover ratio (ICR) as shown in the graph below is a financial covenant.

7.3  The blue line shows our loan covenant ICR, incorporating an  
 adjustment for component accounting, but also adjusted to remove all  
 property sales surpluses. The component accounting adjustment  
 causes the uneven profile because peaks of component replacement  
 expenditure (such as boilers or kitchens) are not fully smoothed out by  
 capitalisation as it is capped in the covenant calculation.

7.4  Our covenants allow an ICR of 105%, but we set a minimum level of  
 120% to give operating headroom and this is never threatened in the  
 plan, improving swiftly from c140% to around 180% and then  
 maintaining that level.

7.5  The loan covenant definition for ICR allows surpluses or deficits on “property sales in the ordinary course of business” to be included in the calculation – so this would  
 allow first tranche sales, staircasing and small scale asset management and other disposals to be included, but would exclude larger scale disposals (perhaps a bulk sale  
 to another RP) and would also exclude outright/market sales (eg those through Cube). The blue line shown above EXCLUDES ALL property sales – Great Places is  
 determined that, unlike many other RPs, that it will not be in any way dependent on property sales to meet our covenants.

7.6  The red and green ICR lines shown in the graph reflect different measures of interest cover sometimes used by third parties (and which have a standard definition rather  
 than being dependent on negotiations with funders). For both measures, social housing lettings interest cover and recurrent cash interest cover, the Group’s  
 performance starts at an acceptable level and improves significantly over the next 5-10 years.

7.7  Whilst the position remains healthy, the importance of the sensitivity analysis presented in section 8 of this document cannot be understated.
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7.8  Our other key financial covenant is gearing, shown on the graph below.

7.8.1  The gearing ratio applying under the Group’s main funding  
   arrangements considers the Group’s total debt compared to its  
   housing properties at cost (excluding WIP), and applies a 65%  
   maximum. This is shown by the blue line on the previous  
   graph, which considers the total debt position at each year end  
   divided by the housing properties at cost figure for the  
   previous year end (as a proxy for deducting WIP). This has the  
   effect of assuming that there is always one full year of  
   development activity being treated as work in progress, which  
   is a reasonable, but prudent assumption. As the graph shows,  
   the ratio peaks at close to 44% and falls back to around 34%  
   over the life of the plan.

7.8.2  The red and blue line shows the Debt to Assets ratio without the WIP deduction which is often used by third  
 parties. The Green line shows the ratio of debt to revenue which peaks at just above 5.0x in year 3 and then  
 reduces steadily to around 4.0x by the end of the plan. This is a useful measure for a developing association  
 like Great Places as it provides an alternative indicator of debt capacity.

 An ongoing development programme of 400 units per annum will require c£48M of funding. Some of this  
 will come from HCA grant and an increasing proportion is funded by cash generated by the underlying  
 business. The remainder comes from debt and the interest costs for that debt can only be paid for from  
 growth in turnover or surplus. We accept that a ratio of 5.0x is towards the upper end of the target  
 range: However a swift reduction can only be delivered by a significant reduction or cessation in our  
 development programme which does not fit with the Group’s strategy. As the Group grows, a 400 unit  
 programme becomes less of a strain on the Group’s finances and allows the debt to turnover ratio to  
 gradually reduce.

7.9  The detailed Group I&E statement on the following two pages shows a budgeted surplus of £8.4M.  
 Commentary is provided on some of the more noteworthy items. 
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7.10  Total social housing turnover (ie excluding market rents and property sales) is £78.8M, of which over 90% is from social housing related business streams (ie non- 
 diverse) and 70% is rent from General Needs properties. Growth in rental income going forward is generated by development growth (c65%) and by the RPI based  
 formula which applies to most of the general needs stock as well as some other property categories (c35%).

7.10.1  The Oldham PFI project management fee is clearly shown, as are the feed in tariffs on our pholtovoltaic (PV) panels.

7.11  In 2013/14 operating costs of £53.4m equate to 68% of total income down from 72% in the 2012/13 plan, and this improves gradually to around 61% by the end of the  
 plan, as we see growth in income outstripping cost growth, and the benefit of efficiencies delivered.

7.12  The I&E statement shows quite clearly the impact of the increase in the bad debts assumption that anticipates an impact of Welfare Benefit Reform. The figure of £866k  
 (1.4% of rent receivable) in 2013/14 rises to £2,665k (3.2%) in 2017/18.

7.13  Outright sales income, costs and surplus follow the profile of project delivery within Cube, ending in year 10.

7.13.1  A total of 48 first tranche sales in 2013/14 reflects the current and expected shared ownership handovers in the budget year. Volumes are subsequently slightly lower as  
 the future programme comprises only 40 shared ownership properties per annum.

7.14  Interest payable rises by just 11% between year 1 and year 5, considerably less than the increase in the level of debt. Whilst the plan assumes steady rises in assumed  
 interest rates and margins on new debt, a large proportion of the debt to be drawn in the next five years will be the re-draw of the two temporarily-repaid existing  
 facilities at very low (2007 level) margins, whilst much of the existing debt is at fixed rates, so the Group is well protected against rising rates. This is a key contributor to  
 the improving interest cover in the first five years of the plan.

7.15  It is again assumed that all Corporation Tax liabilities (which arise in the parent company, in Terra Nova, Cube and Plumlife) are eliminated through the use of gift aid.  
 Although this is not always completely practical, the tax charges we have faced have typically been largely immaterial in the context of overall Group surplus.

7.16  The Group balance sheet and cash flow reports are shown on the following two pages.

part of the Oldham 
PFI development, 

Oldham
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7.17  The Group’s housing properties at cost will reach £1billion early in 2013/14; almost 50% funded through grant, just over 40% through debt and the balance through  
 accumulated surpluses, clearly demonstrating the success of the sector in levering in massive amounts of private finance.

7.18  A £10m cash buffer is retained in lines with the Group’s treasury management policy.
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8  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

8.1  Sensitivity analysis is a fundamental element of the Group’s risk management activity, flexing the business plan to understand the implications, both in scale and  
 immediacy, of a range of different scenarios. The impact of these different scenarios is measured by consideration of changes to interest cover.

8.2  The impact of changes to RPI and LIBOR are  
 obvious. In reality it is likely that interest rates  
 and inflation will move with some consistency,  
 and the interaction of these, when combined  
 with a largely fixed rate debt portfolio is  
 interesting. The graph shows the impact of RPI  
 and LIBOR both increasing by 1% (red line –  
 very slightly adverse in the very short term,  
 beneficial in the long term) and of RPI and  
 LIBOR both reducing by 1% (green line –  
 marginally beneficial in the very short term,  
 adverse in the long term).

8.3  Whilst the risk of movement in LIBOR rates is well mitigated through the Group’s hedging policy, the risk of funders seeking to reprice their loans and increase margins  
 remains real. The impact on Great Places is significant, as we have c£300M of debt facilities that were arranged in 2007 on very competitive margins, so we have a lot to lose.

 We can seek to protect against this risk by  
 making sure we achieve our covenants,  
 avoiding trigger events/requests and by 
 maintaining good relationships with those  
 funders. The significant and immediate impact  
 on interest cover, of a reprice to a margin of  
 around 200 bps is shown in the graph (right).  
 The impact on surplus is even more significant  
 – the surplus would reduce by over £2M (25%)  
 in 2013/14 and by over £5M (40%) in 2016/17  
 and thereafter as those facilities reach the  
 point of being fully drawn, before gradually   
 reducing as the facilities are repaid.
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8.4  The business plan has this time assumed  
 the current RPI+1/2% rent regime is replaced  
 by RPI+1/4% from April 2015, hence absorbing  
 some of the potential risk into the base position.  
 However, movement to an RPI only formula,  
 or worse, (which will broadly equate to  
 CPI+1/2% - should the inflation index be  
 altered) has a significant adverse impact on  
 interest cover as shown in the graph to the right.

8.5  Development activity on a significant scale  
 as the Group plans also means that building  
 cost inflation and grant rate assumptions are  
 crucial. The graph on the right (orange line)  
 shows that rising building cost inflation does  
 cause a long term significant deterioration in  
 interest cover.

8.6  The reduced grant and no grant scenarios  
 also have a more significant impact as shown by  
 the pink and red lines. The obvious response to this  
 would be to scale back the  size of the development  
 programme to offset the impact. Our scenario  
 testing suggests that a programme of c200-250  
 units per annum (50-60% of that planned)  
 would allow interest cover to be maintained at  
 around 140% long term and also importantly 
 ensure that the increased debt per unit required  
 would not trigger any security exhaustion issues.

8.7  Whilst Great Places has an excellent track record of development delivery over many years, with a substantial 2011-15 programme and ambitions outlined in this plan  
 to continue developing at a significant scale in the long term, we are also very careful to ensure that we do not become totally dependent on development to underpin  
 our financial strength.
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 The upper graph shows that if future development were to be stopped (allowing the 2011-15 Affordable rent programme to complete), the Group would be  
 able to repay its existing debts in a thirty year period - indeed were it not for the bullet repayment nature of the bond, repayment would be sooner. 

 Whilst this is reassuring, it is of course completely contrary to the Group’s ambitions.

8.8  Welfare benefit reforms are one of the most immediate  
   and difficult to assess risks to the Group, and the sector  
   as a whole. We have already made some very conservative  
   assumptions about the potential impact, our base plan  
   assuming arrears double to £8M and bad debts increase  
   from c1% to 4%. We are confident this is a worse case  
   scenario, but it is an area of great uncertainty. The graph  
   below left shows the impact of the arrears and bad debts  
   position worsening (by a further £1M on arrears and 1%  
   on bad debts from year 5) and also if things improve  
   against our plan by similar amounts. The base plan has of  
   course already absorbed the worst of the bad news, and  
   the interest cover will either decline or improve by c10%  
   by the end of the plan if these further scenarios are adopted.

8.9   The comprehensive set of sensitivities considered and  
   presented in this section of the business plan (together  
   with many more considered, but not included here)  
   show the Group’s awareness of the risks faced within a  
   challenging environment. The analysis helps Great  
   Places understand the factors that have the greatest  
   impact, individually and in combination, both in terms  
   of severity and timescale, and allows the Group to  
   make rectification decisions in an informed manner.

8.10  Critically this plan has already built into its base position reduced grant rates, a less favourable rent formula and significant welfare benefit reform impacts, meaning  
 several adverse scenarios have already been absorbed.

8.11  Individually, funder reprice risk, a significant further reduction in grant rates, the risk of sustained building cost inflation, a period of sustained low RPI inflation and  
 an adverse change in the RPI based rent formula are amongst the key risks to be carefully guarded against. More likely perhaps is a scenario where the Group is faced  
 with a complex set of adverse factors, and the business plan model allows the Group to assess the potential outcome and respond swiftly.


